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Neural Correlates of Active Avoidance Behavior in Superior
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Active avoidance of harmful situations seems highly adaptive, but the underlying neural mechanisms are unknown. Rats can effectively
use the superior colliculus during active avoidance to detect a salient whisker conditioned stimulus (WCS) that signals an aversive event.
Here, we recorded unit and field potential activity in the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus of rats during active avoidance
behavior. During the period preceding the onset of the WCS, avoids are associated with a higher firing rate than escapes (unsuccessful
avoids), indicating that a prepared superior colliculus is more likely to detect the WCS and lead to an avoid. Moreover, during the WCS,
a robust ramping up of the overall firing rate is observed for trials leading to avoids. The firing rate ramping is not caused by shuttling and
may serve to drive downstream circuits to avoid. Therefore, a robust neural correlate of active avoidance behavior is found in the superior
colliculus, emphasizing its role in the detection of salient sensory signals that require immediate action.

Introduction
Active avoidance is a learning paradigm in which the subject
learns to avoid an aversive event by producing an appropriate
behavioral response (avoid) during an interval signaled by the
presentation of a conditioned stimulus (CS) (Mowrer, 1960;
Bouton, 2007). Avoidance seems useful to eliminate harmful sit-
uations but can be maladaptive, such as during anxiety disorders
(phobias). Despite the relevance, little is known about the neural
circuitry involved in active avoidance behavior.

Rats readily learn to avoid an aversive stimulus by detecting a
10 Hz electrical CS applied unilaterally to the whisker pad
(Castro-Alamancos, 2004a; Cohen and Castro-Alamancos,
2007); note that in our study, CS detection is operationally de-
fined as a successful avoid. The whisker pad CS (WCS) travels to
the trigeminal complex in the brainstem from where it is distrib-
uted to two main targets, the superior colliculus in the midbrain
tectum (trigeminotectal pathway), and the somatosensory thala-
mus (trigeminothalamic pathway), which relays the WCS to the
barrel cortex (Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007). Moreover,
the WCS reaching the barrel cortex returns to the superior col-
liculus via corticotectal fibers, producing a characteristic electro-
physiological response in the intermediate layers of the superior
colliculus consisting of two successive peaks (Cohen et al., 2008);
peak1 is mediated by trigeminotectal inputs, and peak2 is medi-
ated by corticotectal activity returning from the barrel cortex.

The superior colliculus is well suited to mediate active avoid-
ance because it forms extensive descending projections that give
rise to orienting and escape responses (Sprague and Meikle, 1965;

Schneider, 1969; Sparks, 1986; Dean et al., 1989; Westby et al.,
1990; Redgrave et al., 1993; Stein and Meredith, 1993; Brandao et
al., 1994), and because it forms ascending loops with the basal
ganglia (Comoli et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2003; Dommett et al.,
2005; McHaffie et al., 2005; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006), a set of
structures that may be involved in active avoidance (Delacour et
al., 1977; Chavez-Martinez et al., 1987; Packard and Knowlton,
2002). Cells in the superior colliculus also respond to noxious
stimulation (Stein and Dixon, 1979; McHaffie et al., 1989;
Redgrave et al., 1996a,b), such as that conveyed by a footshock
during active avoidance conditioning. Thus, in principle, the
WCS and footshock can be associated in this structure. Recent
lesion studies have shown that the superior colliculus can medi-
ate active avoidance behavior to a WCS on its own, in the absence
of the somatosensory thalamus and the corticotectal activity
driven by the WCS (Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007), as long
as the WCS is psychophysically salient (Cohen and Castro-
Alamancos, 2010), such as the one used here. Therefore, the su-
perior colliculus can serve as an early relay station for rapid
detection of sensory signals that are behaviorally significant and
require immediate action, an early sensorimotor hub well suited
to mediate active avoidance. Here, we recorded neural activity
simultaneously from the superior colliculus and barrel cortex of
animals performing an active avoidance task to determine
whether neural activity differs between avoids, escapes (unsuc-
cessful avoids), and spontaneous shuttling.

Materials and Methods
Nine adult male Sprague Dawley rats (225–250 g) were used. Animals
were cared for in accordance with National Institutes of Health guide-
lines for laboratory animal welfare. All experiments were approved by the
Drexel University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. At all
times, food and water were available ad libitum. All animals were initially
housed in groups of three for the first block of active avoidance training
sessions. Once the animals were assigned to an experimental group, they
were housed individually for the remainder of the experimental protocol.
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Surgical procedures. For all recovery surgeries, animals were anesthe-
tized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and placed in a stereo-
taxic frame. All skin incisions and frame contacts with the skin were
injected with lidocaine (2%). Throughout the surgery, body temperature
was automatically maintained constant with a heating pad (Harvard Ap-
paratus). During recovery from surgery, animals received a dose of bu-
prenorphine (0.03 mg/kg, i.m.) to reduce pain every 12 h for 3 d.
Recovery from whisker pad electrode and microelectrode implantations
involved 7 d before retesting.

Whisker pad electrode implantation. Before training in the WCS task
(see below), an insulated stainless steel bipolar electrode was placed in the
left whisker pad subcutaneously to stimulate the whisker pad (Castro-
Alamancos, 2004a). Electrode pole separation was �1 mm. The wires
were normally placed around whiskers C2–C4. All electrodes and con-
nectors were held in place using miniscrews and dental cement on the
skull.

Active avoidance training. Animals were trained in the active avoidance
task using procedures similar to those described previously (Castro-
Alamancos, 2004a; Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007). We use two
versions of the active avoidance task depending on the CS that is used.
The auditory version uses an auditory CS, and the whisker version uses a
WCS. Animals are placed in a standard shuttle box controlled using
MedPC software (MED Associates) that consists of two compartments
separated by a partition extending up from the grid floor that the animal
has to traverse to shuttle between compartments. A single training trial
consisted of a 7 s avoidance interval followed by a 10 s escape interval.
During the avoidance interval, a CS was presented for the duration of the
interval or until the animal produced a conditioned response by moving
to the adjacent compartment (avoid), whichever occurred first. If the
animal avoided, the CS was terminated, and no escape interval was pre-
sented. However, if the animal did not avoid, then during the escape
interval, a mild scrambled electric footshock (unconditioned stimulus,
0.3– 0.6 mA) was delivered through the grid floor of the occupied half of
the shuttle box. This mild electrical footshock motivates the animal to
move readily to the adjacent compartment (escape), at which point the
footshock and CS are coterminated, ending the trial. During the intertrial
interval, the animal awaited the next trial and was free to cross between
compartments at will. These spontaneous responses are called intertrial
crossings. The duration of the intertrial interval in the avoidance task was
determined by the investigator. Trials were triggered by the experimenter
to assure that the animal was not “distracted” during the presentation of
the CS. In particular, the investigator would start a trial as long as the
animal was not grooming or producing an intertrial crossing, and after at
least 15 s had passed since the previous trial. The recorded variables that
represent task performance are the number of avoids and the latency of
avoids (from the CS onset).

For all animals, training began with the auditory version of the task,
which uses an auditory CS (8 kHz, 82 dB tone). Training was conducted
over three or four 50-trial sessions (one session per day) until a high level
of consistent auditory CS-mediated avoidance behavior was produced
(�70% avoidance rate). Afterward and before training in the WCS ver-
sion of the task, animals were subjected to unilateral implantation of a
whisker pad stimulating electrode as described above. All animals were
further trained in the WCS version of the active avoidance task. The WCS
consisted of a 10 Hz (1 ms duration) electrical stimulus train delivered
through two wires implanted under the skin of the whisker pad (Castro-
Alamancos, 2004a; Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007). The WCS
stimulus was set at intensity just below that resulting in subtle movement
of a few (three to five) whiskers but no elicitation of muscle twitches
(0.25– 0.60 mA). On the first day of training in the WCS task, animals
were placed in the training apparatus for an acclimation session, during
which the appropriate WCS intensity was determined for each animal.
Training was conducted over four 50-trial sessions.

Chronic electrophysiology. Animals were implanted with a whisker pad
stimulating electrode and two recording electrodes at the same time. The
recording electrodes were aligned with the whisker pad stimulating elec-
trode by recording evoked responses during surgery. Once in place, the
electrodes attached to head connectors were fixed to the skull by screws
and dental cement. In all animals, a field potential (FP) electrode was

implanted in the barrel cortex [bregma (in mm): anteroposterior (A/P),
�2.7; mediolateral (M/L), 5.0; dorsoventral (D/V), 0.5–1.0]. The FP
electrodes consisted of blunt insulated stainless steel wires (100 �m outer
diameter, �0.5 M�). Concurrently, either an FP electrode or a multiunit
activity (MUA) electrode was implanted in the superior colliculus (lamb-
da: A/P, 2.2; M/L, 2.2; D/V, 4 – 4.5). The MUA electrode consisted of a
higher-impedance insulated tungsten electrode edged to a fine tip (100
�m outer shaft diameter, 2–7 M�). The reference electrode consisted of
an FP electrode placed above the superior colliculus, and the ground was
attached to skull screws. In some recording sessions, clear single-unit
activity was recorded through the MUA electrode, but we combined
these cases with MUA sessions. Also, in some cases, FP activity was also
collected in the superior colliculus through the MUA recording
electrode.

During recording sessions, the head connector was attached to a head-
stage operational amplifier with unity gain that lead through fine tether
cables to an electrical swivel that terminated in the amplifiers and record-
ing system. During electrophysiological recording sessions (one per day),
the animal was subjected to training in the WCS active avoidance task in
a shuttle box as described above. During the sessions, electrophysiologi-
cal activity was continuously recorded in synchrony with digital video of
the behavior (Cineplex; Plexon).

Measures and statistical analyses. For electrophysiological results, dur-
ing the active avoidance task, we measured different FP and MUA re-
sponses, and data points correspond to recording sessions on different
days. Before WCS, we measured neural activity (FP and MUA) during a
2 s period preceding WCS onset in each trial (pre-WCS). During the
WCS, we measured the neural responses evoked by each stimulus in the
10 Hz WCS train during specific response windows after stimulus. Thus,
in barrel cortex, we measured the peak amplitude and time to peak (peak
latency) of FP responses in barrel cortex during a 5–30 ms window after
stimulus. In superior colliculus, we measured the peak amplitude of two
different FP responses that encompass different time windows: peak1
(3– 8 ms) and peak2 (9 –20 ms). Also in superior colliculus, we measured
MUA as the number of spikes evoked per stimulus for three time win-
dows corresponding to peak1 (3– 8 ms), peak2 (9 –20 ms), and peak3
(21–90 ms), or we used a large time window that encompasses the sum of
the three peaks (3–90 ms after stimulus), which we call peak1–3. The
border between peak1 and peak 2 was slightly adjusted per animal (range,
1–3 ms) based on the evoked responses.

Statistical analyses for electrophysiological responses measured during
the active avoidance task began by conducting two-factor repeated-
measures ANOVAs of the effect of avoidance (avoids vs escapes) and the
effect of stimulus number from WCS onset (first 10 stimuli in a WCS) or
from WCS offset (last 10 stimuli before avoid). Note that for the escapes,
the last 10 stimuli from WCS offset correspond to the 10 last stimuli
before the footshock. Significant main effects were decomposed by pair-
wise comparisons that were either parametric (Tukey’s), if the two
groups involved were normally distributed (according to the Shapiro-
Wilk normality test), or nonparametric (Wilcoxon signed ranks). The p
values of the multiple-comparisons tests were adjusted by the number of
comparisons.

Results
Dataset
We recorded neural activity within the barrel cortex and superior
colliculus as animals performed the WCS active avoidance task
(see Materials and Methods). Activity in barrel cortex was mon-
itored with an FP electrode (n � 9 animals), and activity in supe-
rior colliculus was monitored with an FP electrode (n � 3
animals) or a MUA electrode (n � 6 animals), from which we also
obtained some FP data. FP activity reflects primarily local syn-
chronous subthreshold (mostly synaptic) neural events, whereas
MUA reflects the suprathreshold (spike) activity of cell clusters
surrounding the electrode. Simultaneous FP and intracellular re-
cordings from individual whisker-responsive cells in the inter-
mediate layers of superior colliculus have shown that the FP
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responses driven by whisker stimulation reflect closely the intra-
cellular synaptic responses (Cohen et al., 2008).

The animals were trained in the WCS avoidance task for four
sessions (50 trials per session) during which they learned to suc-
cessfully avoid the presentation of a mild aversive stimulus (foot-
shock) by detecting the WCS. For each WCS trial in the task,
several measurements were performed on FP and MUA in barrel
cortex and superior colliculus. Measurements were of pre-WCS
and WCS activity (Fig. 1A). The pre-WCS activity refers to FP or
MUA spontaneous activity preceding each WCS presentation by
2 s. The WCS activity refers to FP and MUA responses evoked by
each stimulus in the WCS 10 Hz train. Because trials last different
periods of time depending on when and if the animal avoided, the
responses evoked by the first 10 WCS in a trial (from WCS onset)
and the responses evoked by the last 10 WCS during the avoid-
ance interval in a trial (from WCS offset) were measured. Because
of the large artifacts, neural responses were not measured during
footshock presentations during the escape interval. Figure 1B

shows typical FP (barrel cortex and superior colliculus) and MUA
(superior colliculus) responses evoked by each stimulus in the
WCS train.

We conducted two main analyses on this dataset to compare
electrophysiological responses during avoids and escapes. The
first analysis compared the escapes and avoids from all the trials
in all the sessions (all trials). The second analysis compared the
“early-session escapes” when the animal is learning the task in the
first session to the “late-session avoids” when the animal has
mastered the task in the last session and seldom fails to avoid
(early-session escapes/late-session avoids). This second analysis
reflects how sensory responses evoked by the WCS are trans-
formed by learning the task. During early-session escapes, the
animal has not learned to avoid the aversive event by shuttling
during the WCS, and thus most trials lead to escapes; the animal
is not trained and is generally stressed because it is being shocked
often for not avoiding. During late-session avoids, the animal
effectively avoids the aversive event by detecting the WCS; the
animal is well trained.

Pre-WCS MUA in superior colliculus predicts
active avoidance
There is a large literature relating spontaneous network activity,
including cortical oscillations, to the ability to detect sensory
stimuli and perform behavioral tasks in several species (for re-
view, see Jensen et al., 2007; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). To
address the putative relationship between spontaneous neural
activity and success in active avoidance behavior, we compared
FP and MUA activity preceding each stimulus trial (pre-WCS)
between avoids and escapes.

In the barrel cortex, we found that there was no significant
difference in the fast Fourier transform power spectrum of pre-
WCS (2 s before each trial) FP activity between escapes and avoids
when either all trials are considered ( p � 0.6; n � 28 sessions)
(Fig. 2A) or when early-session escapes are compared to late-
session avoids ( p � 0.9; n � 7 animals) (Fig. 2B). Thus, the
power spectrum of spontaneous FP activity in barrel cortex does
not predict successful active avoidance performance. In the su-
perior colliculus, we found that there was no significant differ-
ence in the fast Fourier transform power spectrum of pre-WCS
(2 s before each trial) FP activity between escapes and avoids
when either all trials are considered ( p � 0.9; n � 28 sessions)
(Fig. 2C) or when early-session escapes are compared to late-
session avoids ( p � 0.45; n � 7 animals) (Fig. 2D). However,
when individual frequency ranges were compared, we found that
the 5–10 Hz (theta) range was significantly stronger for late-
session avoids than for early-session escapes ( p � 0.05). Al-
though this difference was small and not significant when all trials
were considered, it may indicate that theta frequency range oscil-
lations are more robust in well trained animals performing the
task correctly. The source of these theta oscillations is unclear, but
there is no evidence that they originate in superior colliculus. Most
likely, this activity is volume conducted from the hippocampal/cor-
tical areas overlying the superior colliculus, which are known to pro-
duce robust theta oscillations during active behaviors (Vanderwolf,
1988). In conclusion, the power spectrum of spontaneous FP activity
preceding each trial in the barrel cortex or superior colliculus does
not predict successful active avoidance performance.

In contrast to FP activity, we found that pre-WCS MUA in
superior colliculus is associated with successful active avoidance
performance. For the first analysis in which all trials are consid-
ered, we found that there was a significant difference in pre-WCS
MUA in superior colliculus between escapes and avoids ( p �

Figure 1. Schematic representation of pre-WCS and WCS periods measured during each trial
and typical FP and MUA responses. A, Two seconds of pre-WCS activity was measured to deter-
mine the state of barrel cortex and superior colliculus before each trial. During the avoidance
interval, the WCS consisted of a 10 Hz train delivered to the whisker pad. Measurements were
done on the 10 first stimuli (WCS onset) and the last 10 stimuli (WCS offset) during the avoid-
ance interval. B, Typical FP (barrel cortex and superior colliculus) and MUA [superior colliculus
(S. Colliculus)] responses evoked by each stimulus in the WCS train. Peak1 and Peak2 FP and
MUA responses in superior colliculus are pointed by arrows. Each response shown is the average
of 30 trials and corresponds to the first stimulus in the WCS train.
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0.01; n � 28 sessions) (Fig. 2E). MUA during the 2 s preceding
the WCS onset was significantly higher for avoids than for es-
capes. Thus, the state of spontaneous MUA in superior colliculus
predicts whether the animal will detect the WCS or not. For the
second analysis in which early-session escapes are compared to
late-session avoids, we found that there was no significant differ-
ence in pre-WCS MUA between early-session escapes and late-
session avoids ( p � 0.8; n � 7 animals) (Fig. 2E). This could be
attributable to the high level of MUA in superior colliculus during
early-session escapes, which may be related to the higher level of
stress during the early learning trials. To determine whether the

higher pre-WCS MUA for avoids compared
to escapes for all trials reflected a difference
in a particular rhythm (frequency range),
we calculated an autocorrelation function
for the pre-WCS MUA (2 s before trial on-
set) for avoids and escapes (normalized by
the total number of interval counts; �1000
to 1000 ms range; 1 ms bin; n � 28 sessions).
This analysis revealed no significant differ-
ences in rhythmic firing at any frequency
between avoids and escapes. Thus, whereas
the pre-WCS firing rate is higher for avoids
than for escapes (for all trials), this does not
reflect a difference in a particular firing fre-
quency range but an overall change in rate.

In conclusion, spontaneous pre-WCS
MUA in superior colliculus is consistently
larger during avoids than during escapes,
indicating that an active (prepared) supe-
rior colliculus is more likely to detect the
WCS than an inactive (nonprepared) su-
perior colliculus.

FP responses in barrel cortex during
active avoidance
NeocortexFPresponsesevokedbyafferent in-
puts are robustly modulated by the behavioral
state of the animal (Castro-Alamancos and
Connors, 1996; Castro-Alamancos and
Oldford, 2002; Castro-Alamancos, 2004a).
Here, we determined whether FP responses
in barrel cortex driven by the WCS are able
to distinguish between avoids and escape
trials.

We measured the peak amplitude and
latency (5–30 ms after stimulus) of FP re-
sponses in barrel cortex evoked by each
stimulus during presentation of the 10 Hz
WCS (from onset and offset) for all trials
and for early-session escapes compared to
late-session avoids. When all trials are con-
sidered (n � 28 sessions) (Fig. 3), the peak
amplitude of FP responses in barrel cortex
from WCS onset were not significantly dif-
ferent between escapes and avoids ( p � 0.8)
(Fig. 3A). However, responses from WCS
offset were significantly more suppressed
during avoids than during escapes ( p �
0.01) (Fig. 3A).

When early-session escapes and late-
session avoids are compared (n � 7 an-
imals) (Fig. 4), the peak amplitude of FP

responses in barrel cortex from WCS onset were significantly
more suppressed during avoids than during escapes ( p � 0.01)
(Fig. 4A). Also, responses from WCS offset were significantly
more suppressed during avoids than during escapes ( p � 0.01)
(Fig. 4 A). These results indicate that the peak amplitude of
adapted barrel cortex responses is able to distinguish between
avoids and escapes, so that barrel cortex FP responses are
significantly more suppressed during avoids than during
escapes.

Barrel cortex responses evoked by whisker stimulation show
robust sensory adaptation to frequency (Ahissar, 1998; Chung et

Figure 2. Pre-WCS neural activity and active avoidance. A, B, Fast Fourier transform power spectrum of pre-WCS barrel cortex
FP activity taken from the period of 2 s before each WCS trial during trials that lead to escapes and those that lead to avoids for all
trials (A) and during early-session escapes and late-session avoids trials (B). C, D, Fast Fourier transform power spectrum of
pre-WCS superior colliculus FP activity taken from the period of 2 s before each WCS trial during trials that lead to escapes and those
that lead to avoids for all trials (C) and during early-session escapes and late-session avoids trials (D). E, Spontaneous pre-WCS MUA
in superior colliculus for the period of 2 s before each WCS trial during trials that lead to escapes and those that lead to avoids for all
trials and during early-session escapes and late-session avoids trials. MUA for each group is plotted as a percentage of escapes (All
trials). For all trials, MUA preceding the onset of each trial is significantly larger when the trial leads to an avoid than when it leads
to an escape. *p � 0.01. FFT, Fast Fourier transform. Error bars are � SEM.
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al., 2002; Garabedian et al., 2003; Castro-Alamancos, 2004b;
Khatri et al., 2004; Moore, 2004), and adaptation is highly depen-
dent on the state of the animal (Castro-Alamancos and Oldford,
2002; Castro-Alamancos, 2004a). Regarding adaptation of FP re-
sponses in barrel cortex, there was significant adaptation between
S1 and S10 for avoids and escapes from WCS onset when all trials
are considered ( p � 0.01) and when only early-session escapes
and late-session avoids are considered. Regarding the time to
peak of FP responses in barrel cortex, it was less affected than the
peak amplitude. In particular, there was no significant difference
between avoids and escapes from WCS onset ( p � 0.7) or from
WCS offset ( p � 0.7) when all trials are considered, or when

late-session avoids and early-session escapes from WCS onset
( p � 0.1) or from WCS offset ( p � 0.75) are considered.

In conclusion, when all trials of all sessions are considered, FP
responses in barrel cortex from WCS onset cannot distinguish
avoids from escapes, but FP responses in barrel cortex from WCS
offset are more suppressed during avoids than during escapes.
When early-session escapes and late-session avoids are com-
pared, FP responses from WCS onset and from WCS offset are
both more suppressed during late-session avoids than during
early-session escapes. Thus, sensory suppression in barrel cortex
is associated with successful active avoidance.

Figure 3. FP activity in barrel cortex and superior colliculus evoked by the WCS during per-
formance in the active avoidance task. Barrel cortex FP peak amplitude responses (A) and
superior colliculus (SC) FP peak1 (B) and FP peak2 (C) responses evoked by the WCS (10 Hz) that
lead to either avoids or escapes in the task are shown. The responses are plotted from WCS
onset, which includes the first 10 stimuli in the WCS, and from WCS offset, which includes the
last 10 stimuli in the WCS, before avoids or before the onset of the escape interval for escapes.
Statistically significant differences ( p � 0.05) between avoids and escapes are marked with
brackets on the right. If present, the red bracket and asterisk indicate a significant difference
between avoids and escapes from WCS onset, and the blue bracket and asterisk indicate a
significant difference between avoids and escapes from WCS offset. ns, Not significant. p �
0.05. Error bars are � SEM.

Figure 4. FP activity in barrel cortex and superior colliculus evoked by the WCS during per-
formance in the active avoidance task comparing early-session escapes and late-session avoids.
Barrel cortex FP peak amplitude responses (A) and superior colliculus FP peak1 (B) and FP peak2
(C) responses evoked by the WCS (10 Hz) for early-session escapes and late-session avoids are
shown. The responses are plotted from WCS onset, which includes the first 10 stimuli in the
WCS, and from WCS offset, which includes the last 10 stimuli in the WCS, before late-session
avoids or before the onset of the escape interval for early-session escapes. Statistically signifi-
cant differences ( p � 0.05) between late-session avoids and early-session escapes are marked
with vertical brackets on the right. If present, the red bracket and asterisk indicate a significant
difference between late-session avoids and early-session escapes from WCS onset, and the blue
bracket and asterisk indicate a significant difference between late-session avoids and early-
session escapes from WCS offset. ns, Not significant. p � 0.05. Error bars are � SEM.
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FP responses in superior colliculus during active avoidance
FP responses evoked in superior colliculus by whisker stimula-
tion shows a characteristic waveform comprising two successive
peaks (at �4 and �12 ms after stimulus) (Fig. 1) that are driven
by trigeminotectal (peak1) and corticotectal (peak2) inputs (Co-
hen et al., 2008). Although rats can use these responses to produce
successful active avoidance behavior (Cohen and Castro-
Alamancos, 2007), it is not known how these responses vary as a
function of active avoidance behavior. Here, we determined whether
FP responses in superior colliculus driven by the WCS are able to
distinguish between avoids and escape trials.

We measured the peak amplitude of peak1 (3–9 ms after stim-
ulus) and peak2 (10 –25 ms after stimulus) FP responses in supe-
rior colliculus evoked by each stimulus during presentation of the
10 Hz WCS (from onset and offset) for all trials and for early-
session escapes compared to late-session avoids. When all trials
are considered (n � 25 sessions) (Fig. 3), the amplitude of peak1
and the peak2 FP responses in superior colliculus from WCS
onset were not significantly different between escapes and avoids
( p � 0.16 and p � 0.5, respectively) (Fig. 3B,C). This was also the
case for peak1 and peak2 responses from WCS offset ( p � 0.4
and p � 0.06, respectively) (Fig. 3B,C).

When early-session escapes and late-session avoids are com-
pared (n � 7 animals) (Fig. 4), there was no significant difference
between avoids and escapes for peak1 ( p � 0.2; n � 7) (Fig. 4B)
FP responses, but there was for peak2 FP responses in superior
colliculus, which were more suppressed during avoids ( p � 0.01)
(Fig. 4C). Also, for the responses from WCS offset, there was a
significant difference between avoids and escapes for both peak1
( p � 0.01) (Fig. 4B) and peak2 ( p � 0.01) (Fig. 4C) FP responses

in superior colliculus. In both cases, re-
sponses were more suppressed during
avoids.

Regarding adaptation of FP responses
in superior colliculus, there was signifi-
cant adaptation between S1 and S10 for
avoids and escapes from WCS onset for
peak1 and peak2 responses when all trials
are considered ( p � 0.01) and when only
early-session escapes and late-session
avoids are considered.

In conclusion, when all trials of all ses-
sions are considered, peak1 and peak2 FP
responses in superior colliculus from
WCS onset or offset cannot distinguish
avoids from escapes. However, when
early-session escapes and late-session
avoids are compared, peak1 FP response
in superior colliculus from WCS offset
and peak2 FP responses from either WCS
onset or offset are more suppressed dur-
ing late-session avoids than during early-
session escapes. Thus, corticotectal
(peak2) responses in superior colliculus
reflect the cortical sensory suppression
when the animal is well trained (late-
session avoids).

MUA responses in superior colliculus
during active avoidance
As already mentioned, superior colliculus
responses evoked by whisker stimulation
produce characteristic peak1 and peak2

responses that are well reflected in single-cell or MUA firing.
Here, we determined whether MUA responses in superior col-
liculus driven by the WCS are able to distinguish between avoids
and escape trials. In addition to the peak1 and peak2 response
windows, we also measured a peak3 window, which encompasses
the period between peak2 to about the next stimulus in the WCS.
Moreover, to determine the effect of the WCS on the overall
firing, we combined all three response windows into a single
window (peak1–3).

We measured the number of spikes per stimulus of peak1 (3–9
ms after stimulus), peak2 (10 –20 ms after stimulus), peak3
(21–90 ms after stimulus), and peak1–3 (3–90 ms after stimulus)
MUA responses in superior colliculus evoked by each stimulus
during presentation of the 10 Hz WCS (from onset and offset) for
all trials and for early-session escapes compared to late-session
avoids. When all trials are considered (n � 25 sessions) (Fig. 5),
MUA from WCS onset was significantly suppressed during
avoids compared to escapes for peak1 ( p � 0.01; n � 28) re-
sponses, but was enhanced for peak3 ( p � 0.01) responses and
unchanged for peak2 ( p � 0.3) and peak1–3 ( p � 0.3) responses.
Thus, peak1 responses from WCS onset are suppressed during
avoids compared to escapes, whereas peak3 responses are en-
hanced. MUA from WCS offset was significantly enhanced dur-
ing avoids than during escapes for peak1 ( p � 0.01), peak2 ( p �
0.01), peak3 ( p � 0.01), and peak1–3 ( p � 0.01) responses (Fig.
5). Thus, MUA in superior colliculus from WCS offset is gener-
ally enhanced during avoids compared to escapes. Finally, there
was significant adaptation between S1 and S10 for avoids and
escapes from WCS onset for peak1 and peak2 responses ( p �
0.01), but not for peak3 responses.

Figure 5. MUA in superior colliculus evoked by the WCS during performance in the active avoidance task. Superior colliculus
MUA peak1 (A), peak2 (B), peak3 (C), and peak1–3 (D) responses evoked by the WCS (10 Hz) that lead to either avoids or escapes
in the task are shown. The responses are plotted from WCS onset, which includes the first 10 stimuli in the WCS, and from WCS
offset, which includes the last 10 stimuli in the WCS, before avoids or before the onset of the escape interval for escapes. Statistically
significant differences ( p � 0.05) between avoids and escapes are marked with vertical brackets on the right. If present, the red
bracket and asterisk indicate a significant difference between avoids and escapes from WCS onset, and the blue bracket and
asterisk indicate a significant difference between avoids and escapes from WCS offset. ns, Not significant. p � 0.05. Error bars are
� SEM.
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When early-session escapes and late-session avoids are com-
pared (n � 7 animals) (Fig. 6), MUA from WCS onset was sig-
nificantly suppressed during late-session avoids than early-
session escapes for peak1 ( p � 0.01) but not for peak2 ( p � 0.5)
and peak3 ( p � 0.3) responses. MUA from WCS offset was sig-
nificantly enhanced during late-session avoids than during early-
session escapes for peak1 ( p � 0.01), peak2 ( p � 0.05), and
peak3 ( p � 0.01) responses. Thus, the MUA responses in supe-
rior colliculus from WCS offset are clearly able to distinguish
between late-session avoids and early-session escapes, so that
late-session avoids produce significantly larger MUA. Finally,
there was significant adaptation between S1 and S10 for late-

session avoids and early-session escapes from WCS onset for
peak1 and peak2 responses ( p � 0.01).

In conclusion, when all trials of all sessions are considered,
peak1, peak2, and peak 3 (and the sum of these, peak1–3) MUA
responses from WCS offset easily distinguish avoids and escapes
so that activity is larger during avoids. However, only peak1 and
peak3 responses from WCS onset are different during avoids than
during escapes. But peak1 responses are more suppressed during
avoids than during escapes, whereas peak3 responses are larger
during avoids. When early-session escapes and late-session
avoids are compared, peak1, peak2, and peak 3 MUA responses
from WCS offset also easily distinguish late-session avoids and
early-session escapes so that activity is larger during late-session
avoids. However, peak1 responses from WCS onset are, again,
more suppressed during avoids. Thus, it appears that trigemino-
tectal (peak1) responses become deemphasized, whereas higher-
order (longer-latency) responses increase sharply when animals
are successful active avoiders.

Shuttling does not explain the larger MUA during avoids
The previous results indicate that during avoids, MUA measured
from WCS offset in superior colliculus is larger than during es-
capes for all response time windows. Because the WCS offset data
for avoids marks when the animal shuttles, we tested whether the
increased MUA depended on the animal shuttling. Thus, for all
sessions (n � 28), we compared the MUA in superior colliculus
during avoids and escapes with the MUA in the same sessions
produced by spontaneous intertrial crossings. During intertrial
crossings, animals spontaneously shuttle in the cage, but this is
not motivated by the WCS, which is not present. During escapes,
the WCS is present, but the animal does not shuttle during the
avoidance interval, and during avoids, the WCS is present and the
animal shuttles. We found that MUA for peak1 ( p � 0.01), peak2
( p � 0.01), peak3 ( p � 0.01), and peak1–3 ( p � 0.01) (Fig. 7)
during avoids was significantly larger than for the corresponding
time windows during intertrial crossings and during escapes.
Thus, avoids are associated with more MUA in superior collicu-
lus than intertrial crossings or escapes. Moreover, peak1 ( p �
0.01) MUA responses during escapes were significantly larger
than during intertrial crossings, but this was not the case for
peak2 ( p � 0.9), peak3 ( p � 0.5), or peak1–3 ( p � 0.8) re-

Figure 6. MUA in superior colliculus evoked by the WCS during performance in the active
avoidance task comparing early-session escapes and late-session avoids. Superior colliculus
MUA peak1 (A), peak2 (B), and peak3 (C) responses evoked by the WCS (10 Hz) that lead to
either late-session avoids or early-session escapes in the task are shown. The responses are
plotted from WCS onset, which includes the first 10 stimuli in the WCS, and from WCS offset,
which includes the last 10 stimuli in the WCS, before late-session avoids or before the onset of
the escape interval for early-session escapes. Statistically significant differences ( p � 0.05)
between late-session avoids and early-session escapes are marked with vertical brackets on the
right. If present, the red bracket and asterisk indicate a significant difference between late-
session avoids and early-session escapes from WCS onset, and the blue bracket and asterisk
indicate a significant difference between late-session avoids and early-session escapes from
WCS offset. ns, Not significant. p � 0.05. Error bars are � SEM.

Figure 7. Enhanced MUA in superior colliculus during avoids is not caused by shuttling.
Superior colliculus peak1–3 (3–90 ms) MUA evoked by the WCS (10 Hz) from WCS offset com-
paring trials that lead to avoids or escapes in the task with the same measurements taken from
intertrial crossings (ITCs), when the animal spontaneously shuttles in the cage without a WCS, is
shown. The responses are plotted from WCS offset, which includes the last 10 stimuli in the WCS
for avoids, escapes, and ITCs. Statistically significant differences ( p � 0.05) are marked with
vertical brackets on the right. The blue bracket and asterisk indicate a significant difference
between avoids and ITCs. ns, Not significant. p � 0.05. Error bars are � SEM.
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sponses. The larger trigeminotectal (peak1) MUA response dur-
ing escapes than during intertrial crossings makes sense because
the WCS is not present to drive trigeminotectal MUA during
intertrial crossings. In conclusion, these results indicate that the
ramped-up MUA during avoids is not caused by shuttling during
avoids.

Discussion
Avoids are associated with the following neural correlates: (1)
high pre-WCS firing rate in superior colliculus; (2) suppression
(adaptation) of FP responses in barrel cortex and the related
corticotectal activity (peak2 FP) in superior colliculus; (3) deem-
phasis of direct trigeminotectal inputs (peak1) in superior col-
liculus at WCS onset; and (4) a robust overall ramping up of the
firing rate in superior colliculus.

We found that the spontaneous pre-WCS firing rate in supe-
rior colliculus is consistently larger during avoids than during
escapes, indicating that an active (prepared) superior colliculus is
more likely to detect the WCS than an inactive (nonprepared)
superior colliculus. However, spontaneous pre-WCS FP activity
in barrel cortex, which is quite sensitive to changes in behavioral
states, was not different between avoids and escapes. Thus, the
state of superior colliculus neural activity may determine whether
a WCS is detected and avoided. By separating the late-session
avoids from other trials, we attempted to get a glimpse of the
neural activity that is associated with excellent performance in the
avoidance task. It is worth noting that late-session avoids were
associated with high pre-WCS MUA, but so were early-session
escapes. The lack of difference when compared to early-session
escapes may be attributable to the fact that animals are quite
stressed during early-session escapes because they are unaware of
how to cope with the task and are being shocked consistently.
Thus, the enhanced firing rate in superior colliculus during early-
session escapes may reflect this state.

The results also showed that FP responses from WCS offset
(when avoids occur and/or avoidance interval ends) in barrel
cortex were more suppressed during avoids than during escapes.
This reflected a stronger suppression (adaptation) of responses as
the animal is about to avoid. Moreover, during late-session
avoids, this effect was stronger so that both FP responses in barrel
cortex (from offset and onset) and the related peak2 FP responses
in superior colliculus are more suppressed than during early-
session escapes. In barrel cortex, stronger sensory suppression
occurs in vigilant and attentive animals (Castro-Alamancos,
2004a,b) and leads to focusing of cortical representations during
states of cortical activation (Castro-Alamancos, 2002; Castro-
Alamancos and Oldford, 2002). In superior colliculus, peak2 re-
sponses are driven by the barrel cortex and are also suppressed
during cortical activation (Cohen et al., 2008). Thus, it is not
surprising that effective performance in the task is associated with
stronger sensory suppression in barrel cortex and the related cor-
ticotectal activity in superior colliculus.

Avoids were associated with a deemphasis of direct trigemi-
notectal inputs (peak1) in superior colliculus at WCS onset. Tri-
geminotectal responses are best measured during the onset of a
high-frequency stimulus train because these responses depress
with frequency (Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007; Cohen et
al., 2008). The fact that the firing rate during peak1 responses
from WCS onset were smaller during avoids (or late-session
avoids) than during escapes indicates that superior colliculus be-
comes less responsive to the direct trigeminotectal input in well
trained animals. This may be because the superior colliculus be-
comes reliant on higher-order processing centers to drive neural

activity related to avoids. Regardless, the result seems to negate
the possibility that avoidance learning is caused by a specific en-
hancement in the efficacy of direct trigeminotectal responses.

The importance of superior colliculus neural activity during
active avoidance was particularly emphasized by the finding that
the firing rate from WCS offset ramped up during avoids com-
pared to either escapes or spontaneous shuttling (intertrial cross-
ings). The enhancement of the firing rate in superior colliculus
during avoids reflected an overall increase, and not the enhance-
ment of a specific response time window (i.e., peak1, peak2,
peak3) after each WCS stimulus in the trial. This conclusion was
also confirmed by measuring evoked peak1 and peak2 FP re-
sponses in superior colliculus, neither of which was enhanced
during avoids. These results indicate that neural activity in the
intermediate layers of the superior colliculus robustly codes ac-
tive avoidance behavior by ramping up the firing rate during
avoids.

Significance of the enhanced neural activity in superior
colliculus during avoids
An important finding of this study is that avoids are noticeably
associated with a robust ramping up of the overall firing rate in
superior colliculus. There are two obvious questions regarding
this finding. One relates to how the enhanced firing rate is gen-
erated, which deals with the inputs to superior colliculus that may
drive it. The other relates to the neural circuits that are driven by
the enhanced superior colliculus output. Although an extensive
discussion of input/output pathways of the superior colliculus
and potential mechanisms is not possible here, we will mention a
few possibilities.

What neural circuits drive the activity in superior colliculus
during avoids?
One possibility is that direct trigeminotectal inputs drive the en-
hanced firing rate, but this appears unlikely because, as discussed
above, trigeminotectal responses (peak1) tend to reduce their
strength as the animal improves performance (late-session avoids).
Another unlikely possibility is that the barrel cortex drives the ac-
tivity in superior colliculus. The barrel cortex provides fast corti-
cotectal activity driven by the WCS (Cohen et al., 2008), but we
did not find a specific increase in the firing rate during the period
when corticotectal activity arrives (peak2). Thus, the barrel cor-
tex is unlikely the source driving the enhanced neural activity
during avoids. Instead, a more likely possibility is that the
ramping-up activity may be related to the basal ganglia because
the superior colliculus forms loops through the basal ganglia
(McHaffie et al., 2005; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006) and the basal
ganglia may be involved in active avoidance behavior (Delacour
et al., 1977; Chavez-Martinez et al., 1987; Packard and Knowlton,
2002). A suppression of the output of substantia nigra pars re-
ticulata cells projecting to the superior colliculus leads through
disinhibition to increased firing in superior colliculus (Chevalier
et al., 1981; Jiang et al., 2003) and increases defensive reactions
evoked by superior colliculus stimulation (Coimbra and
Brandao, 1993; Brandao et al., 2003, 2005). Moreover, the supe-
rior colliculus output during avoids may drive cells in substantia
nigra pars compacta to signal this event (Comoli et al., 2003;
Dommett et al., 2005; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006) and influence
the basal ganglia loop. Further exploration of the relationship
between superior colliculus and substantia nigra during active
avoidance is warranted.
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What circuits are driven by the enhanced superior colliculus
activity and for what purpose?
The enhanced firing in superior colliculus may drive avoids. This
could be accomplished through its outputs to the basal ganglia as
mentioned above, through outputs to the amygdala, and/or
through direct outputs to the brainstem. Regarding the involve-
ment of the amygdala, cells of the paralaminar nuclei in the pos-
terior thalamus that border the medial geniculate body project to
the amygdala and are contacted by superior colliculus afferents
(Linke et al., 1999), which provides a tecto-thalamo-amygdala
pathway for the output to reach the amygdala during avoids. In
pavlovian fear conditioning, which is different compared to ac-
tive avoidance because the aversive outcome is not contingent on
the animal’s behavior, the CS is known to be relayed to the amyg-
dala directly through the modality-specific sensory thalamus or
indirectly via the cortex (Tischler and Davis, 1983; LeDoux et al.,
1984; Davis and Whalen, 2001; Shi and Davis, 2001; Boatman and
Kim, 2006; Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2007). However, the
role of the amygdala in active avoidance is less evident; learning
avoidance behavior may be dependent on the amygdala, but per-
formance appears not to be (Roozendaal et al., 1993; Poremba
and Gabriel, 1997, 1999).

A more plausible scenario is that through its brainstem pro-
jections, the superior colliculus drives avoids. The superior col-
liculus is well known to be involved in orienting, approach, and
escape responses to stimuli from a wide range of modalities, in-
cluding somatosensory, auditory, and visual (Sprague and
Meikle, 1965; Schneider, 1969; Meredith and Stein, 1985; Sparks,
1986; Dean et al., 1989; Stein and Meredith, 1993; Stein, 1998).
For example, looming stimuli (resembling a predator) can evoke
escape responses in rats that are believed to be mediated by the
superior colliculus (Dean et al., 1989; Westby et al., 1990). Stim-
ulation of the superior colliculus produces defensive behaviors,
of which escape responses are particularly relevant to active
avoidance conditioning (Bandler et al., 1985; Dean et al., 1988,
1989; Brandao et al., 1994, 2003). These behaviors occur via two
main descending pathways (predorsal bundle and ipsilateral ef-
ferent bundle) that originate in separate subregions of the deeper
layers and can mediate approach and escape responses (Redgrave
et al., 1987a,b, 1993; Westby et al., 1990; May, 2005). In particu-
lar, the ipsilateral efferent bundle is an ipsilateral descending pro-
jection with terminations in the periaqueductal gray, cuneiform
nucleus, lateral pons, and ventral pontine/medullary reticular
formation that can mediate escape behaviors. Thus, the ramping
up of activity in superior colliculus may directly drive avoids
through these output projections.
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